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Key Events to Watch

Equities: The S&P 500 pushed higher yesterday to touch its all-time high, US
equities have pushed into an overbought territory in our opinion, when
compared with European indices which are currently priced much more
favourably. EuroStoxx 50 is trading 0.3% higher this morning, and flat over the
past week.
Currencies: The Euro is pushing through yearly highs on Wednesday, up 0.2%
and moving towards $1.20. Eyes will be on the FOMC minutes tonight with
regard to the EUR/USD currency pair. Dollar weakness helped cable (GBP/USD)
push higher once again yesterday, up to its highest level since January.
Safe-havens:  Gold remains fairly volatile since its sharp pullback last week,
with another green day on Tuesday followed by a -0.75% move this morning.
Gold sits just below the $2,000 milestone point.
Looking ahead: For corporate earnings, we will be focusing on releases from
CRH tomorrow followed by Kingspan Group on Friday morning. In terms of
economic data points, investors will pay close attention to the Fed's latest
meeting minutes which will be released tonight at 19:00. PMIs on Friday will be
the highlight of the week.

According to the UK's Office for National Statistics, British inflation
increased in July to its highest levels since Covid-19 reached its
shores back in March. The CPI figure, which measures the change
in the price of goods and services in the region, jumped by 1%
when compared with July of last year, exceeding analysts'
expectations for  just a 0.6% increase. Core CPI, which measures
change in the price of goods and services purchased excluding
volatile food, energy, alcohol and tobacco items came in at 1.8% y/y,
beating expectations for 1.3%. 
Clothing and footwear were the largest contributor to the inflation
rise, said the ONS, while higher petrol prices this summer has also
supported the unexpectedly strong rise.
Sterling has not been affected by this morning's data, GBP/USD
-0.05%, EUR/GBP +0.10%, FTSE 100 broadly in line with European
equities at +0.15%.
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American multinational retail giant Walmart has reported better
than expected Q2 earnings results on Tuesday, reinforcing its
position as one of the big winners from the pandemic. Online sales
were expectedly much higher, jumping by 97% as Government
restrictions were introduced in Q2 and consumers were forced to
buy online. 
Walmart saw a quarterly revenue result of $137.7b (5.6% rise y/y) vs
analysts' forecasts for $135.6b, with an earnings per share of $1.56
for the period vs expectations for just $1.24.
"As benefits from stimulus waned towards the end of the quarter,
we saw comparable sales settle into a more normal range." said
Chief Executive Doug McMillon.
Walmart stocks have seen a 13.3% rise YTD, with the company
noting that consumers were buying to cook more while they were
unable or unwilling to visit restaurants over the lockdown period.
Shares initially gapped higher on the earnings release before paring
gains to finish Tuesday's session down over half a percent.

Danish shipping corporation Maersk saw impressive Q2 results with
an EPS of $21.00 for the period, up from $5.89 this time last year
and well ahead of estimates for $14.50.
"With a strong result and a strong balance sheet we are well
positioned to financially and strategically come out stronger from
the crisis" said Chief Executive Soren Skou.
Shares are 5% higher in this morning's trade, up 1.5% YTD. Maersk
has a relatively high forward-looking P/E multiple of 45 times,
mostly as a result of a general lack of market visibility with regard to
Q2 earnings expectations for this industry.
For more information on this stock, please contact us at
info@seasprayfs.ie.


